The recent application of Deep Learning in various areas of medical image analysis has brought excellent performance gain. The application of deep learning technologies in medical image registration successfully outperformed traditional optimization based registration algorithms both in registration time and accuracy. In this paper, we present a densely connected convolutional architecture for deformable image registration. The training of the network is unsupervised and does not require ground-truth deformation or any synthetic deformation as a label. The proposed architecture is trained and tested on two different version of tissue cleared data, 10% and 25% resolution of high resolution dataset respectively and demonstrated comparable registration performance with the state-of-the-art ANTS registration method. The proposed method is also compared with the deep-learning based Voxelmorph registration method. Due to the memory limitation, original voxelmorph can work at most 15% resolution of Tissue cleared data. For rigorous experimental comparison we developed a patch-based version of Voxelmorph network, and trained it on 10% and 25% resolution. In both resolution, proposed DenseDeformation network outperformed Voxelmorph in registration accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
TRADITIONALLY image registration problem is addressed as optimization problem that maximizes similarity between images until satisfactory parameters are achieved. For a deformable registration problem the number of parameters are high and computationally expensive. The number of parameters and their computation expanse increase with the resolution and dimension of the images. For high resolution images, a deformable image registration algorithm takes very long runtime which makes them inapplicable for quick analysis of biological data in the processing pipeline. Recently, a biochemical process named Tissue clearing is emerged that can remove light obstructing elements from soft-tissues and enable biologist to take images with very high resolution. The pixel spacing of these images are extremely small. Thus, the 3D images obtained from tissue clearing are significantly large and contain cellular level information that are necessary for biological studies. Compared to a MRI human brain volume, a simple tissue cleared mouse(CUBIC dataset in our case) brain is 1000 times larger and takes 6 gigabytes of space.
In terms of resolution, tissue cleared volumes are in micrometer scale (6.45 × 6.45 × 10m3) whereas MRI volumes are in millimeter scale(0.86 × 0.86 × 1.5mm3). Therefore, the registration of these images through conventional registration methods is computationally very expensive [1] . Recent application of deep-learning in image registration [2] , [3] , [4] gives promising way to address this issue. Deep learning based registration methods are computationally very efficient and have satisfactory registration accuracy. Despite their high efficiency, training a deep-learning registration method requires large amount of data. In our case, having large amount of tissue cleared data (similar to [2] ) is practically impossible and very expensive. Moreover, training of a deep-learning based registration method on high resolution tissue cleared data requires large memory and other computational resources that is not feasible. In summary, registering high resolution tissue cleared data using deep-learning requires following criterion to be met:
• The learning framework should be trainable with small amount of data. • The learning framework should have the ability to take high resolution images with limited computational resources. • It should be scale-able in resolution. • It should not be dependent on specific reference image, therefore, any arbitrary image pair can be registered without further training.
To address these issues, we propose a patch-based densely connected image registration network. The proposed network generates deformation in two steps between two dense blocks. The dense blocks are densely connected convolutional layers able to capture complex features from the tissue cleared data. Thus the generated deformation fields can capture small deformations in the cellular structures and give better results than auto-encoder based learning frameworks. In an auto-encoder based architecture, the successive down-scaling removes the global information from the training patches. The proposed network generates a deformation field from the dense block without down-scaling and hence be able to capture global deformation more accurately. The deformation in the tissue cleared images are small and smooth. To capture the small deformation, the second dense-block extract convolutional features from the down-sampled feature bank obtained from first dense block. Hence, the a dense deformation field is obtained and the network is named as DenseDeformation network. The proposed network is scale-able in resolution and trainable with limited computational resource. II. RELATED WORKS Deep learning has been extensively used and investigated in medical image analysis. Despite the success of deep learning in medical image segmentation, its applicability in image registration task is not properly investigated. Only a handful of literature indicates the larger scope of using deep learning in registration. Based on the literature found, there are two prevalent approach [5] to use deep learning based image registration:
A. Deep Learning for Similarity Measure
In this approach, deep networks are used for similarity measure. A number of methods developed to measure similarity by deep learning [6] , [7] , [8] . In [6] a DNN was first used for multi-modal image registration. Two stacked autoencoder (SAE) networks and a prediction layer are used to measure similarity between moving and fixed image patches in unsupervised manner. The prediction layers determine the similarity between the image patches. A similar strategy is proposed in [7] with CNN, where CNN is integrated into an optimization based registration framework. After re-sampling the moving image by registration process, the re-sampled moving image and fixed image patches are fed into the CNN architecture. The CNN then outputs a dissimilarity map. The derivative of dissimilarity map is then directly used for parameter optimization. In [8] a deep auto-encoder based registration framework scalable to different modality is proposed. The encoder learns the low dimensional representation of high dimensional 3D patches and outputs only 1D representation vectors. The decoder reconstructs 3D patches again from the 1D representation vectors. A simple feature based image registration framework named HAMMER is then used for registration using low dimensional representation vectors from encoder. The significant performance improvement makes this method comparable to renowned Demon method [9] .
B. Deep Learning for Parameter Estimation
This is a different strategy to use deep learning in image registration. By this approach, deep learning is directly employed to estimate transformation parameters. Miao et al. [10] first proposed a CNN regression parameter estimator for 2D-3D registration. In their method, the rigid transformation parameters are partitioned. A set of CNN networks are used to predict and update of transformation parameters taking DRR and X-ray ROIs as input. This approach shows significant performance improvement in different dataset. To capture deformation by deep learning, [11] considers LDDMM as their baseline. A CNN based deep architecture is used to predict the momentum maps. This method gives significant performance boost for both 2D (around 1600x) and for 3D (around 66x) registration. Despite its accuracy, this method requires preregistration of training dataset to generate deformation fields on which training of the CNN network is dependent.
To make registration process independent from other baseline methods Sokooti et al. [12] proposed a to train registration network with randomly generated deformation fields as label. Using random deformation as label data does not guarantee the invertibility and smoothness of the deformation fields. In [13] proposed segmentation based ground-truth/label data generation where a segmented region of interest from each training image is registered to a template image giving a set of correspondence points. Deformation fields are then generated by interpolating these correspondence points in a grid. Thus this method can generate deformation field between any image pairs in the training data. Still its dependence on an optimization algorithm makes it vulnerable to the pros and cones of the optimization algorithm used.
To make learning based registration algorithm independent, [14] used a fully convolutional structure that directly estimates spatial deformation between fixed and moving image by optimizing similarity and regularization loss. The network gives loss in different spatial resolution and combine them all to optimize with back-propagation. The training strategy is similar to conventional registration approach and independent of ground-truth deformation label. The first learning based registration method that is independent and also achieved stateof-the art performance in different dataset is proposed in [15] . This method combines a U-net FCN architecture with a spatial transformation network for interpolation and is optimized by cross-correlation loss between fixed and interpolated moving image. Rigorous training and testing on eight different MRI dataset with around eight thousand 3D brain images make this method a viable competitor of conventional state-of-the-arts. In this paper, we consider this [15] as one of the baseline to compare.
III. TRAINING DATA GENERATION
In this work, the proposed network is trained and tested using tissue cleared images of Arc-Devenus mouse brain. The process of clearing tissue of mouse brain is a biochemical process and out of scope of this work. The data acquisition process and pre-processing steps are explained in [16] . Following is the brief discussion of the training data generation process:
A. Training Data Generation
To train the network, we use 10% and 25% resolution images of CUBIC brains. The spatial dimension of at this two resolution are 256×216×68 and 640×540×169 respectively. For 10% resolution a region of size 184 × 216 × 32 is cropped and for 25% 540 × 540 × 169 is cropped. We have 20 brains for training and 3 brains for testing (in both resolution). To train the network with these 20 brains we have 20×19 pairs of source and target. Before extracting the training patches, we select brain "003" from test dataset as reference to all brains and perform affine registration to make all brains in same rigid space. Intensity normalization (between 0 to 1) is applied to to all data before extracting the patches. To extract training patches, each source and target images are selected randomly out of 20 brains. From each pair, 2500 patches are randomly picked. To ensure patches to be informative and discriminative, we apply canny edge detection on both source and target images with upper threshold 0.5 and lower threshold 0.02 and select patches from same location of the edge detected binary version of both source and target. The location where the average intensity of the binary patches are more than 0.1(for 10%) and 0.2(for 25%) are selected as the discriminative patch pairs. Thus 950000 patch-pairs are collected for training the network.
B. Validation Data Generation
In most of the image registration research, performance are evaluated by measuring overlap between registered and target image using Dice similarity metric. The overlap measurement require manually segmented ground-truth data. In our case, no ground-truth results are available and manually producing ground-truth for high resolution CUBIC data is costly and time consuming. To validate the registration performance due to lack of ground-truth, a validation experiment is designed. The test brains are deformed by applying a random Gaussian deformation. All the registration tools are applied on these deformed brains as source image to register them to their nondeformed version.
IV. METHOD A. Dense Deformation Network
Considering the problem of large memory requirement for high-resolution (25% as example) image registration by deep learning method, in this paper we propose a patch based deep learning architecture that is trainable in unsupervised manner. The proposed network has dense connection blocks and generate deformation fields in two stage unlike other deeplearning based registration methods most of which employs Unet architectures for deformation generation. Unlike the most deep-learning based image registration architecture, proposed architecture is consists of two dense-block as shown in figure(to be added). This type of architecture is also used in patch based segmentation in [17] . Each of these dense block consists of a number of unites. The unites are densely connected with each other and each of these units consists of a LeakyRELU activated batch-normalization layer, a convolution layer. The network takes concatenated source and target image patches as input and pass them through the first dense block without down sampling. Then a transformation block is used to downsample the features. A deformation field is generated from first dense block and is defined as global flow since it contains more contextual information. After the transformation block, another dense-block is employed from which another deformation field is generated from these more refined feature banks and we termed it local flow. At the end of the network, both of these flows are concatenated to obtain final deformation field in x,y and z direction. The source image then warped with the combined flow by a dense STN.
B. Loss function
Similar to [2] The network is trained with cross-correlation loss and is regularized with diffusion regularization.
and
The diffusion regularization here penalizes the unrealistic displacement by penalizing the x,y and z components of the displacement field. The produced displacement is thus smooth and isotropic.
V. EXPERIMENTS A. Evaluation Metric
The high resolution dataset we are using from CUBIC protocol does not have any ground truth data to validate the registration performance of the proposed network. Generating ground-truth with other registration tools is a time consuming task. Most image registration methods are evaluated based on dice similarity which require hand annotated segmentation data. To avoid these technical difficulties, cross-correlation and mutual information matrices are selected as evaluation metric. To further validate the registration accuracy, a known deformation is applied on test images and each deformed version is then registered against their non-deformed original version. Apart from the quantitative measure we also present a rigorous qualitative evaluation in section VI-A3 and VI-B1.
B. Competing Methods
For the comparison of the proposed DDN method, we select four traditional optimization based method and one learning based method. The details of the settings of the selected tools are given below:
1) ANTS: [18] stands for Advanced normalization tools and use symmetric diffeomorphic normalization for non-rigid registration. For our evaluation, we used cross-correlation as similarity measure in 4 different resolution level and 100 iterations at each level.
2) Elastix: [19] is a large library of different components of image registration. In our experiment, we use parameter settings from [20] for rigid, affine an deformable registration 3) NiftyReg: [21] is also a high performing registration tool. We use exactly same settings as [22] except the number of iterations and intensity threshold. 100 iterations are used for non-rigid registration with free-form deformation model and 500 as intensity threshold. 4) IRTK: [23] is one of the early image registration tool with free form deformation model. we used the same settings as [22] except B-spline control points. Due to the minuscule pixel spacing of CUBIC dataset, the control point spacing is set to 5mm which is the minimum possible value allowed for this method.
5) VoxelMorph: [2] is a recently developed deep learning based image registration tool. This method used U-net architecture for deformation generation. Unlike the proposed DDN method, original Voxelmorph was developed to take whole resolution instead of patch extraction. For our evaluation we modified the original VoxelMorph to a patch based Voxelmorph to train on extracted patches. Fig. 1 : Architecture of the Dense Deformation Network
C. Experimental Setup
The proposed network is developed in Keras with tensorflow backend. The network is trained and tested in High Performance Computing environment with 200 hours walltime, 64 GB RAM, 12 GB Video RAM in Tesla K40m GPU and a single core 2.66GHz 64bit Intel Xeon processor.
VI. RESULTS
The performance of the network is evaluated on two different resolution scale, 10% and 25% respectively. We compared the quantitative performance of registration methods by normalized cross-correlation and mutual information for test brains. For testing the methods we have a CUBIC dataset of three brains and for the notational convenience we note them as brain "001", "002" and "003". The performance scores showed in tables are measured by making brain "003" as target and other two brains as source image. For qualitative performance, same brain slice extracted from all test brains and overlaid on the target brain with different color map. In all of our experiments, target brain is mapped with red color and registered brains are mapped with green color. The lower part of the brains, therefore the cerebellum region varies from brain to brain and dissimilarity in this region is expected. For the visual quality assessment we consider (upper part of the brains) regions like hippocampal formation, dentate gyrus to be similar and aligned by the selected methods. Since tissue cleared images contain mixed fore-ground and background and the nature of information (the cells) are discrete, its difficult to evaluate the performance of the registration tools by viewing the whole brain slice. To facilitate the qualitative evaluation process, we crop and zoom the patches from hippocampal formation and dentate gyrus along with the whole brain slice.
A. Performance at 10% Resolution 1) Quantitative: Table I shows the performance of selected tools and proposed method. The performance of the tools varies across the CC and MI scores. In cross-correlation scores and for brain "001", traditional methods obtained best scores with 0.9589 (Elastix) and 0.9494 (ANTS), The deep learning based DDN is in third position with 0.9093 whereas deeplearning based Voxelmorph obtained 0.8107 slightly better than IRTK. In terms of mutual-information score, ANTS is the top scorer with 0.8057 Elastix and NiftyReg obtained second and third respectively with 0.7899 and 0.6806. The proposed DDN obtained 0.6098 in mutual information score. For brain "002" a similar pattern is obtained with slight position changes. ANTS is the top scorer in terms CC. Elastix and proposed DDN obtained very similar scores with tiny difference. In MI score proposed DDN obtained 0.6602. The rank between other tools remain as brain "001".
2) Validation of Performances: The results of the validation experiment is shown in Table II . A different performance pattern is appeared in this experiment. In this experiment, we compared the CC and MI scores of all registered-deformed version of the brain to their original version. The ANTS remains the top in CC scores in brain "001" and "003". Elastix obtained the best CC score in brain "002". The proposed DDN network obtained 0.8664, 0.7826 and 0.9826 respectively. The VM network obtained least performance with 0.8261, 0.6987, 0.9388 among all the registration tools. In terms of MI score, DDN network obtains scores 0.4383, 0.3490 and 0.6005. ANTS scored the best performance while other three tools performed differently in different brains. One of the reason behind this performance difference compared to the Table I for Elastix, NiftyReg and Voxelmorph might be the choice of the tuning parameters. In this experiment we use same parameter sets for all the tools. The performance of the deep-learning based tools in the validation test is quite low compared to their traditional competitors. The reason behind this is the deformation applied is global in nature. The learning based tools are good at capturing local deformation constrained inside the small patches used to train the networks.
3) Qualitative: The qualitative performance of the proposed DDN and four other tools at 10% resolution are presented in figure VI-A3. In figure VI-A3, the registered brain(green color) is overlay-ed on the reference brain(red color). The regions of the brain where colors become yellowish is aligned perfectly. In Figure VI-A3 , the first row shows registration results of proposed architecture and Voxelmorph. The second and third rows contains the results from optimization based tools. In alignment results, the visual differences in the cerebellum region (lower part) is common and expected since this region varies brain to brain. We consider the difference in Hippocampal and dentate gyrus region as visual alignment errors. For traditional tools, ANTS and elastix shows best visual alignment in both regions. NiftyReg and IRTK shows erroneous alignment in both regions and brains. Alignment in deep learning based method Voxelmorph showed promising results in both brains with small differences in dentate gyrus region. The proposed DDN method on the other hand, shows clear improvement in alignment in this region. The alignment performance in hippocampal region by both deep learning based algorithm is difficult to judge. In our experiment, we used patch-based training strategy for both network, hence its better to compare their performance on the local patches for more accurate understanding than whole brain slice. Moreover, visual quality of these patch based algorithms can easily be affected by patch stitching process. Considering these facts and to accurately identify the alignment performance of all the baseline methods and proposed DDN methods, we select two hippocampal region and one dentate gyrus region. For all the methods, we extract patches from selected regions from both registered image and reference image and calculate the difference between the patches. The difference image contains intensity values in the range +1 to -1 (since all brain volumes are intensity normalized from 0 to 1). For accurate alignment the intensity difference should be 0 in the difference image. For proper visualization of the difference image, we transform the difference image intensities into the range 0 to 255 using a linear triangular function centered at zero.The resulting transformed images thus contains intensity values 255 (0 in difference image) or white, in accurately aligned regions and 0 or dark in non-aligned regions. For all the tools, similar process is applied and resulting difference-transformed patches from three selected regions are shown along with the overlayed image slices in Figure 2 . From Figure 2 , the observation are as follows:
• For patch A (Dentate Gyrus), all the optimization based registration methods have compareable performance with slight differences. Among them IRTK has highest level of dark intensities indicating clearly its low performance as indicated in quantitative performance. Between proposed DDN and Voxelmorph, DDN has much lower darker intensities compared to Voxelmorph which has two clear dark lines clearly indicates the misalignment between brains. • For patch B (Left Hippocampal),ANTS and NiftyReg both have lowest level of dark intensities compared to other tools. Proposed DDN method is batter than IRTK and Voxelmorph but has slightly more dark regions than the Elastix. B. Performance at 25% Resolution 1) Quantitative: Registration performance of the proposed method and selected baselines at 25% resolution are shown in Table III . At 25% resolution the similarity measurements before the registration is quite low for the brain 001 compared to brain 002. At 25% resolution ANTS obtains top CC and MI score for brain 001 with 0.8712 and 1.3583 respectively. Elastix scored second best while deep learning based proposed DDN network obtain 3rd for brain 001 with 0.8337. In MI score, proposed DDN obtained second with score 1.1765 while Elastix scored 1.1542. NiftyReg IRTK and Voxelmorph obtained the rest of the positions with very small difference in performance metrics. For brain 002, proposed DDN obtained top score in CC with 0.9438 and second best in MI with 1.5003. ANTS, the top scorer in most of the cases obtain 0.9391 in CC and 1.5918 in MI. Elastix and Voxelmorph both highly competed for the third position. Voxelmorph performed slightly better in CC score than Elastix wheres Elastix obtain much better MI score than Voxelmorph. For brain 002 both deep-learning based method performed better than brain 001 and strongly challenged their traditional counterparts. For both test brains, proposed DDN architecture performed much better than its technically closest rival Voxelmorph. Overall, the performance measure at 25% resolution indicates the potential ability of the proposed architecture over the traditional and deep-learning based methods.
2) Validation of Performances: The validation performances at 25% resolution are shown in Table IV . Like 10% resolution, the validation performance at 25% resolution shows similar performance of all the tools. The ANTS remains the top in all the brains in CC score. Elastix and NiftyReg remains 2nd and 3rd position respectively. The Voxelmorph obtained the last position in CC score for all brains. In MI score, the proposed DDN network obtains the top position for Brain Fig. 2 : Visual Comparison of Patches from DDN and VM networks at 10% Resoliution "002" and "003" with 1.8824 and 1.2238 respectively. In this metric, VM network achieves the 2nd bestfor brain "002" and "003" suppressing ANTS, Elastix and NiftyReg.In the validation results at 25% resolution, all the optimization based tools performed consistently in all three brains. Both deep learning based methods showed very good performance in brain "002" and brain "003" but looses their performance in brain "001".
3) Qualitative Performance: The qualitative performance at 25% resolution are shown in Figure VI -B1 for all registration tools. Like, 10% resolution, the reference brain and registered brains with red and green color-map are overlayed and intensities became yellowish in aligned regions. For the evaluation consistency, the same slice is used and represented for qualitative evaluation in both resolution. Like 10% resolution, ANTS gives best alignment interms of color-map mixing and smoothness in both test brains. Elastix performed well for brain "002" but showed difficulty in aligning at dentate gyrus region in brain "001". NiftyReg showd similar pattern of misalignment in brain "001". IRTK on the other hand completely failed in aligning both brains. Though quantitative performance of IRTK is at satisfactory, the visual inspection The proposed method also performed well than NiftyReg and Elastix but more alignment errors than ANTS. Like 10% resolution, we take same strategy for better visual representation of patches from two hippocampal regions and dentate gyrus region. Alignment results from all the tools with differencetransformed patches at 25% resolution are shown in Figure 3 . From Figure 3 we observe following facts:
• For patch A(Dentate Gyrus), ANTS clearly outperformed all others with lowest level of dark regions. Elastix and NiftyReg has different patterns in this region. Elastix has single two single dark curves where NiftyReg has two different dark curves at left side indicating its misalignment. Proposed DDN has more white shades in the right side of the patch and has two thin lines indicating its slightly better performance than Voxelmorph. • For patch B(Left Hippocampal),its difficult to determine between ANTS and Elastix. Both of them has less dark regions compared to others. Close inspection between proposed DDN and Voxelmorph indicates that DDN has dark regions smaller than Voxelmorph and their their darkness is more blurry compared to Voxelmorph. The blurry darkness indicates less difference between reference and source images. From the visual evaluation at 25% resolution, the proposed DDN method has better performance than its closest rival Voxelmorph. Performance by traditional tools remains are still better than the deep-learning based tools.
VII. EFFICIENCY The computational efficiency of the proposed DDN and other tools in two different resolutions are presented in Table  V . The best quantitative and qualitative performer ANTS takes highest time to register images in both resolutions. For 10% resolution it takes 39mins while for 25% its massive, around 9 hours. The Elastix tools on the other hand takes much smaller time, 2mis and 40mins respectively. Compared to the optimization based tools, both deep learning based methods has very high computation efficiency since its just a forward pass of matrix multiplication. The Voxelmorph method takes 5s and 55s for both resolution while proposed DDN takes 12s and 1.5mins respectively since it has more convolutional layers than the voxelmorph. The computational performance of both deep-learning based method not-only depends on the size of the network architecture but also depends on the number of patch extracted from both source and target image. In our experiment, image patches with 50% overlap are extracted for testing both networks. Though, voxelmorp is the best for computational performance, the proposed DDN performs with slight longer time but with much better quantitative and qualitative performance than voxelmorph. VIII. CONCLUSION In this paper we proposed a patch-based 3D registration framework consists of densely connected convolutional layers.
Fig. 3: Visual Comparison of Patches from DDN and VM networks at 25% Resoliution
The proposed architecture, utilizes two steps of deformation generation and generate a dense deformation field. The unsupervised patch-based training strategy gives the network ability to learn displacement without need of any ground truth data. The performance of the DDN network at 25% resolution is more convincing than its performance at 10% resolution which indicates its ability to handle higher resolution data than the Voxelmorph network. The qualitative results at two different resolution scale also proved that the proposed DDN network can better handle the complexity of tissue cleared data compared to the Voxelmorph network. Though, the per-formance of the network still behind the traditional tools, its ability to register images within minutes with satisfactory accuracy, makes it a definite choice for clinical applications. There are still rooms for further investigation and research in deep learning based image registration methods. The DDN network and Voxelmorph both struggles to capture complex and large deformation. An investigation in loss function and regularization parameter is a definite direction for future research. The patch-based training generates discontinuous deformation fields and interpolation using these discontinuity sometime gives unnatural images. Therefore, investigation in patch-by-patch continuous deformation generation can also be a future direction of research for deep learning based registration approaches.
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